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ABSTRACT
It is geoenlly assumed that individual organisms beba...e optimally. In te:rms of
habitat utiliz1tion. !be optimal babiw for any species is that which JXOvides !be
optimum conditions for survival and reproduction.
This study compared how Leach's Stonn-PetteLs.~ l&corltoa.
utiJ.ized forest and open babiw on--Gnat Island. Newfoundland. Spcci6caIIy. ac:stin&
habitats were~ in IeImS of slope. aspect. and peat compaction. The adaptive
significance of habitat utilization was assessed through comparisons ofbwTOw density.
the proportions of active and occupied burrows. hatching success, chick growth.
breeding success and predation risk.
Forest and open habitats differed; open habitat had steeper slope aDd more
compact soil than fOl'CSt. which bad deeper peat. Bwro.... density and activity were
greater in forest than open habitat. indicating mat Leach's Sloan-Petrels actively
.scJccu:d forest over open habiw. ClearlY. based on~ forcsc: babiw supported a
greater number of breeding pain. Moreover. biIds nesting in forest exhibilcd~
hatching and bt=ding success than birds ocsr:ing in open habitat. thus SlODD.-petrels
!lC$ting in fcrest were disproponionarey more productive than stoml-pctrels nesting in
open habiw.
Avian predation of Leacb's Storm-Petrels did not differ between forest aDd
open habitats. but varied seasonally in both. Predation was much rrotx:ed in both
habitats following the inshore movement of spawning Capclin. MaJlotw vil1osis.
The terreSlriai flora. of the habitats utilized by Leach's Storm-Petrels cbange
over time. being influenced by other seabirds (e.g. gulls and puffins on Great Island).
Forest habitat is estimated to have docreascd by 17 % on Gteat Island over die past 25
years. Open habitat: has been expanding, which will negatively affect the overall
productivity of me Leach's Stonn-Petrel colony. Generalizations to other Leach's
Storm-Petrel colonies in the northwest Atlantic are also made.
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CbapIcr I
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Habitat utilfutio.
Habitat utilizatiort is • universal activity in animals. MOSt of tbc advances in
habitat utilization theory ba\'C been derivedfmm studicsofavian biology, from Darwin
(l872) 10 the present (Block & Brennan 1993). Habitat utili:wion could be defined
simply as the use of one habitat over another or odlers. However. the word 'habitat' in
itself is somewhat ambiguous, and req~ clear definition. The term habitat is used
here 10 describe a combination of pltysical and biotic characlCristics which constitute the
environment in which an individual lives. [n this con~t then, climale, topography,
substrate. food resources. nesting sites. and social interactions an:: all considem1
important elements of habitat (see Cody 1985).
Lack (1944. 1949) provided one of the eartiest and most clcarly worded views
on habitat UtilizatiOlL He coocluded tbar: the cboice of babiw is adaptive and "released"
by specific cbaractas of the habitat. LacIc (1937) also considered that ·psycbological
factors" played an important roM:: in habitat utilizarion.
Habitat utilization is influenced by altim.ale and proximalC factors (Hildl!:n
1965>. Ultimate factors are environmental components deemed essential in survival and
reproductive success. while promn.ue factors an:: environmental stimuli that influence
settling behaviour (Orians 1971). mtima1e factor'S include the availability of. or
proximity to, food, shelter from predators and adverse conditions, requirements
imposed by struetu:ra.l and functional characteristics of Ibe species. ProWnaIe factors
are more difficult to determine, but ate likely 10 include feamres of landscape. aspect.
terrain. vegetation strUCtlUC. prescoce of suitable DCSl: sites. aDd the presence (W abseooc
of coospecifics and odJer species. Proximale factoa: will be highly influenced by an
animal's sensory capIcity to pen::eive its environment (Momeveccbi 1998). What may
appear to the buman observer to be a bomoge:ncous cuvirormeot may be peroeivcd by
aoot:ber organism as a canpIex mosaic with distinct boundaries (Klopfer &. Hailman
1965). This may be due cotirely to !he scale of envi.roruDenw features coosideR:d
(Orians & Wmenbergcr 1991). Investigation of mac:ro-babitat feamrcs may easily
overlook utilization based on features at me micro-habitat level. and vice versa..
The majority of the individuals in a species are expected to utilize babiw wltich
provides the optimum conditions for survival and tqlroduetion (Buckley & Buckley
1980). IDtimately. the utilization of a particular habitat by an individual will be the
OUtcome of a fine balance between the costs and benefits of utilizing that habitat.
1.2. Nest-site utilization
1.2.1. Social intuactioDS
Sociality is widespread among birds and has been cmsidercd to regulace the
habitat utili:zatioo. of most species (HiId&l1965). Social Slimulalion may contribute 10
the ooserIdevdopmc:nt of breeding condition as wdJ as the timing and sue:ces.s of
breeding. Tbesocial anracti"CDeS.S oftbcsigbt and sound rXconspecifics bas long been
~ as an imponant factor in nest-site utilizatioo and breeding synchrony in
colonial nesters (Darling 1938). Syncbrooiz.ed production of young may enhance
breeding success by reducing the period over which vulnerable adults or chicks are
available to predators (Darling 1938). Social atttaetion is also considered an imporWlt
mechanism in the recruitment of young birds to colonies (Goc:hfeld 1980).
However, colonial nesting and varia!ion in habitat quality will lead to intra-
specific competition for access to the best habitat (Partridge 1978). Tbc: intensity of
intra·spccific competition will be driven by the~ of a:itical resources.
Experienced birds ofcm gain atteSS to !be best babiw., while inexperieDced birds are
forced 10 utilize sub-optimal habiw (8i.ldtn (965). 1JnR.spc:cific axnpetition may 1bcn
broaden !be range of habitatS urili:z:o:l by a species.. or increase tbc proportion of non-
breeders in the populatioo.
In seabirds.~ appears 10 be I.iaie in the way of inter-.spotific interactions.
This is due to the development of a cJc:ar breeding habiw partitioning (Nelson 1980).
wb.ich may refiect historical competition betweeD seabird species.. However. inler·
specific competition for nest·sires may occur belWetn similarly-sized burrow/cn:vicc-
nesting seabird species.
Breeding close to neighbours may also be disadvantageous through an increase
in the extent of physical interference and disnubance between conspecifics. In some
species. particularly the gulls (Uzridoe), increasing density may increase the likelihood
of misdiIcctcd patCntal care or infanticide dllC 10 territorial disputes oc cannibalism
(Hunt & Hunt (976).
1.2.2. PrediitioB
Colonial nesting provides geaecr predator" defence through increa.sed vigilaDce.
as well as predator mobbing and swamping opportunities (Kruuk 1964, Lack: 1968.
Wittenberger& Hunt 1985). Large colonies have been shown to suffer tower rues of
predation than smaIJer colonies, and it bas been proposed dw the proportion of eggs
and chicks lost to ~dators may be reduced in large colonies through synchronized
breeding (Darling 1938. Patterson (965).
Some burrowing species attend the colony only under cover of daxkDess 10
further reduce the risk from avian predators. In seabirds. noctumality is generally
interpreted as avoidance of diurnal predators and kleptaparasites (McNeil et al. 1993).
The main avian predators, the gulls.. may be ilCIive at night, panicu1ad.y on moonlit
nights (Gross 1935). Species which are vulncnble to predation. sucb as sbcarwuEn
and stoml--pc:rrels. are Jess active Itt colonies on dear mooolit nights tban dad: fOU)'
nights (Storey &: Grimmer 1986. Wuanuki 1986,. Bryant 1993).
Seabird colonies arc: gcner:ally highly conspicoous cooc:eDtrations whicb may
aaract pIedatoa. including bumans. Colony peripberies tend to suffer higher predation
rates than central areas. aDd small colonies suffer higher predation than large ones
(Kruuk 1964; cf. Moorevea:bi 1977). The poceutial safety provided by a colooiaJ.
situation maydepeDd on a critical density.
1.3. BreedlDI sueens
1.3.1. Popul.lioD dndty
It is gcocnilly expected that the majority of individuals in a species will utilize
the habitat wbich provides the optimal conditions for survival and ~produetion
(Buddey & Buckley 1980). Thus. in a species with a low population density. it is
expected that only the opcim.al habitats will be exploited. However, where population
density is high. it is CJ[peaed that less suirabIe habitats will. be utilized in rank order
(Hild6l 1965. Rodway 1994). This process depends on the exislence of a specific
populatioo. density threshold (frc:twell 1972). That is. a specific density beyond wbicb
foraging or ba:ediDg success in opIimal habiw is affected. by a variety of factors. 10 the
extent that it is rivalled by the success in sub-optimal habitats. Such a tluesbold will be
determined by the lCrritorial and colonial tendeocics of a given species.
Distribution models arc designed to prMiet the spatial and temporal distributions
of individuals, based on the assumption that individuals will attempt to maximilz:
fitnes5(F~twc:U&Lucas 1970. Rosenzweig 1981. Holt 1981, Morris 1991. Rodway
1994). Models typically assume that population density will coutLarc with resoun:e
abundaDce and high densities will occur in preferred Ilabittts (Rosenzweig 1991).
Ideal-free and ideal-dcspocic models (FretweU ok Lucas 1970) assume that babitat
quality declioes with inacasing density, due 10 fllCIOB such as incmlsc:d pmSatDr
activity and competition. In an ideal..fR:c disIn"bution, individuals caD move freely
amoog babiWs and should disttibu1e themselves soc:b d:Iar. individual fitness is similar
across habitats. However. it is expected that individual 6tDC:SS will be d:issi.milar across
habitats wbm: establisbcd individuals are despotic i.e. can prevent others from
accessing pttfcrmj babitaL
Many studies have shown a positive correlation between density and bft:edi.ng
success, although this is often associaIcd with the risk of predation (Nettleship 1972.
Harris 1980, HatehweU 1991). However, Van Home (1983) concluded that h.i8h
density alone does not infer habitat quality and provided a few examples of situations
where the density·babitat relationship bas been ~decoupled~. Van Home also pointed
out thai: great care must be laken in the development of wildlife management plans.
whicb are often based on infcntd habitat quality, since many other factors may
influence populatioo density e.g. habiw loss or fragmentation.. In species such as gulls.
with a high degree of mtra·spcci6c predalioo and cannibalism. individuals may exhibit
grea1Ureproductive success at low densities (Pierotti 1982). In species such as storm-
petrels, which utilize burrows or crevices. density may be limited by substme (Harris
1974).
1.3.2. Ale and experfeace
Foraging ability improves with age in many species. and undoubcedly affects
breeding soccess (Gauthreaux 1988). In some species, however, experienced btt:eden
have greater breeding success than inexperieDCCd breeders. despilC their age (e.g.
Thick-billed Murres. UriIJ Jomvia ; A. Gaston petS. comm.), suggesting that age alooe
is DOl: the only. or indeed major. influence.. This differeoce iD breeding SlICCeU is tikc1y
the result ofsubstantial advantages gained from. access 10 higher quality habitat, such as
a centnll location in colonial situations. The earlier arrival of experie:m:cd ba:eden
clearly l'ac:iIiwes a pcatercboice ofavailable breeding si1lCS (Coulson &:. Wbile 1960).11
is also recognized dw pnaic:e in Incc:ding, greaser knowledge or a panicuJar bmcding
site. precise location oftbe nest. iDcrcased syncbrooy or coordination with partner. aDd
an c:xpc:rieDc:ed panoe:r are all Jikcly 10 eoottibute 10 breeding.suc:cess (Warlwn 1990.
De Forest &. Gaston 1996). Experienced breeders~ more likely fa male first, as well
as 10 male with birds of equal bl'c:eding experience. foraging abilities. and .social
sranding. However. it is difIlCuit 10 separate the effectS ofage and cxperie"'?C on habica1
utilization and breeding success from thai ofinClcased breeding cffon due 10 a decrease
in life expectancy (Pugesek 1981).
Most seabird species are long-lived and defer breeding for several. years, during
wh.ich they spend much time prospecting possible breeding locations and establishing
pair bonds (l...ack: 1968, Warbam 1990). Prospecting by young birds of many species
tends 10 take place Iarc in !be seasoo (Boulinier 6 aL 1996). wben the greateSt }X*DCial
existS 00 usc the suoccss of~ birds as an indicator of ncst-silC quality aDd a cue
for habiwutilizatioo..
1.4. Luch's Storm-Petrels
Leach's Sronn-Petrel is the most widely distributed proc:ellariif(Wlll in lbe
Nonhem Hemisphere. breeding on small islands across the nortbcm A1laDtic and
Pacific Oceans. Recent estimateS suggest a world population of more than 8 million
breeding pairs (HuntingtOn ~t ol. 1996) plus an inestimable number of non-breeders.
mostly immatwe birds. which remain at seamosl ofthc year.
Leach's Swrm-Pcuds reach reproductive nwwity in their fourth or fifth year.
and are thought to fOlm a life·tong monogamous pair bond, probably based 011. sttonl
ncst-site fidelity (Cramp &: Simmons 1977). They ate colonial breeden. and nest in
burrows or crevices, wbere both adults share incubatioo. of tbeir sing.lc egg in average
shifts of2.7 days (Wilbur 1969). Four or 6ve days aflerbarchingtbcchick is left alone
and each adult returns on average every 2-3 days to feed the chick (Huntington ~r aI.
1996). Although it bas been suggested that the frequency of feeding visits slowly
decreases until the chick: is abandooed a few days prior to fledging (Ricklefs n aI.
1980). it has been shown Iiw chicks may be fed until the night before fledging. and
adults may continue to visit the burrow after the chick bas Ocdged (Huntington et al.
1996). Chicks fledge at approJtimalely 6C)...70 days after baICbing. at whicb point the
chick: is fully independent (Gross 193.5. RicldeCs et aI. 1980). Outside this 100.g
breeding season. Leach's Storm-Peuels are migralOry and disperse widely across the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. wintering south 10 the equator particularly in regions of
tropical oceanic convergences (Cramp &: Simmons 1977).
Uach's Storm.·Petrel is the smallest and most abundant seabird to breed in me
Northwest A1Iantic (MoOlevec:chi ~t al. 1992). Their brccding range is centred on the
eastern and southern coastS of Newfoundland. where over halfof the world's breeding
population is found, as weU as me largest breeding ooncc:naations in the world
(Sklcpkovych &: Montevccchi. (989). Despile these vast numbers. Leach's Storm-
PebCls ate rarely observed. Being small and dark., and remaining low over the water.
they are inconspicuous at sea, and ICtivity at cok>oy islands is suictly nocrumaL
Leach's Storm.·Peaels iUC pelagic planktivOIeS. that feed on zooplank:ton and
nekton at the sea surface in areas of deep water (Cramp &: Simmons 1971). They
forage by picking up individual organisms while: flying or hovering low over the
surface of the water, and occasionally pauerover thesurfaa: with their feet or sit 00 the
surface while foraging (Wartwn 1990). Zooplankton provides a Iipick1ch food souroe
which stOrm-petrels coocenb'alle into a stomach oil stared in the proventriculus. or
foregut (place er. oJ. 1989). The dense aqueous phase is eliminaIed, and oils aDd
suspended solids retained (Duke n aL 1989), which may be easily transp<ncd over
loog distmces and provides a high energy meal foc me chick (Ricldefs 4 al. 1980).
Breeding Leach's Storm-Petrels may forage more than 200 km from colonies (Steele II:
Monteveeehi 1994).
1.5. one current study or ltabitat utWudo.. by LeKlt's Storm-Petrds
This study compares micro-habitat features and breeding success in forest and
open meadows to delem1inc: optimal breeding habitat of Leach's Storm-Petrels. at the
cc:ntreofthespecies~&range in the NOIth Atlantic. Another focal objective is to
investigate trade-offs be[wCC:n predation risk and oesting patternS.
Leach's Storm-Petrels DeSI. in a varir;[y of balriws on marine islands, and in
Atlantic colonies mese range &om densdy<anopied a:xllferous forest to open meadow
(Gross 1935, Sklepkovycb 1986, Huntington ~r 01. 1996). To date, however. no study
has compamj Leach's StoaD-PetreI utilizarion of, and breeding success in., forest and
open babitats.
Within fore5[ and open habitats, DCSt-sile .sekction of L.each's SIDIID.·Petrels
may be detcnnincd by micrl::Mlabicat feanucs. Owacu:ristics of soil (Hanis 1974,
Grimmer 1980. WacanuJci 1985), slope (MacKinnon 1988, Sldcpkovych &.
Montevocchi 1989. Huntington ~r al. 1996) and vegetation (Harris 1974. Grimmer
1980, MacKinnon 1988, Vermeer t!t 01. 1988, Sklc:pkovych &. Montevecchi 1989) have
all been suggested as important factors in breeding success. This study COJDpmes key
micro-habitat features in forest and open habitats.
Predation risk: is also an important aspect of habitat suitability (lima &: Dill
1990). This may be particularly critical for Leach's Stoml-Petrels which. due 10 their
small size and lack: of direct defences, arc heavily preyed upon by larger birds III
breeding colonies. [n fact die species' major life-history traits (i.e. coloniality.
noctumality. burrow-nesting. pelagic-feeding, and ovenill dark: colour) have been
largely shaped by predator avoidance. Gulls are die main predators at most colonies
(HuntingtOn d a1. 1996). where Leach's SIOIm-Petrcl activity is reduced on bright
moonlit nights due to their gteater visual detcc1abili.ty (Watanuki 1986. Bryant 1993).
Therefoo::, this study also focuses on predation risk in forest and open habitats.
The current swdy addresses the following specific predictions:
I) Micro-habitat features are compaxed between forest and open habitat and:
a) due to a gt"Cater build up of humus, peat is expected to be deeper in forest than
open habitat.
b) due 10 exposure and shallower peat, soil is expected to be more compact in open
than forest habitat.
c) average slope and aspect are not expected 10 differ between forest and open
habitats.
2) Leach's Stonn-Petrels are expected to burrow moo:: denscly in areas of deep peat,
low soil compaction and steep slopes. 'Therefore. bUIl'Ow density is expected 10 be
grcalCt" in forest than open habitat.
3) Owing 10 the proximity of predatory gulls, breeding success is expected 10 be
compromised 10 a pealer extent in open than forest habitat.
METHODS
2.1. Study site
Gmu Wand (47"11' N. 52°49' W) in the Witless Bay Ecological Reserve lies
approximalcly 2.4 bn off die easrcm shore of the. Avalm Peninsula on the southeast
coast of Newfoundland (Fig. 1). The island is approxin:wely 1200 m long (N·S) and
ranges between 150 110 100 m wide (E.W). The island consists of a pm;ipitous rocky
shoreline. topped by sceep grassy slopes, levelling Out to gendy sloping grass-Rubus
meadows and a central area of dense conifers. predominantly dwarfed Balsam Fir,
Abies balsomea. and Black Spruce. Picea mwiana. However, the fon:sted area is
thought to have contraelli:d over the past 20-30 years, while the. perimeter grass and
meadow habitats have expanded (Rodway 1994). Nine .seabird species breed on the
island. including an esl.iJ:naIc:d 340.000 pairs of Leacb's Sroun-Pends; [23.000 pairs
of Allantic Puffins. F,..mJa an:#'a2; 2.770 pairs of Herring GulLs. Uuvs~
aodSO pairs rLGrcaBlack-backed Gulls. Lanumarin.us (Cairns nm. 1989. Rodway
er aI. 1996).
2.2. S.mpliq metlliods
This study was cooducted from 17 May to 14 SqHcmbc:r 1996 and from 16
May to 26 August 1997. Two habitat typeS. were ideoti5ed and characlc:rizcd·
Forest = an area of grass. shrub or fern vegetation and/or bare peat under a
dense canopy ofconiferous forest
Open =an area ofgrass and shrub vegetation open to the sky and sea.
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Figure I: Location of the Witless Bay Ecological Reserve, ewfoundland, Canada, in the
northwest Atlantic.
II
In 1996. burrow density and breeding success wac recorded in two lO x 10 m
srudy plots., chosen in areas of similar slope and aspect. in c:acb of the habitat types.
Throughout this season. burrows in open babitat were explored first. followed by
burrows in forest. In 1m. a random sampling method was used. with samples being
stratified by habitat. An existing trmseet grid. running E-W at 100 m imervals
(Rodway ~tor 1996). was used to establisb random points (Fig. 2). although transects
9 and 10~ excluded &om the study to avoid~vc disturbance to areas of cliff-
nesting seabirds. A aansc:ct. number (1-8) and di:R:ction of travel (E ()I" W) was
randomly generated. Then. twO coordinates. at 10 m interVals. were randomly
generated; the first represc,ued the distance along the transect in the selected E or W
direction; the second represented the distance directly south of the transect (up to 90 m).
Each random point was marked with a stake. and a provided the SE comer for a 2 x 2
m plot. Random points which did not fall in forest or open babiw were omitted; !be
process was ~peaIed until 50 random plots were established in each habitat. Burrow
density, breeding success. and habiw variables were recorded in each plot in forest and
open habitats. In 1997. all burrow inlelVentioos and habiw variables were n::cudcd in
an equal number of fOfCSl and open plots 00 each day. thus exploring each habitat over
the same time period and under me same environmental conditions. To lessen
disturbance. burrow interventioo was minimized throughout this study, with four visits
to each burrow in 1996 and three in 1m. Nest chamber's which could not be reacbed.
due to the shape of the burrowand/or the presence of rocks or roots. were considered
inaccessible and were DOt disturtlcd i.e. unreachable burrows were not accessed by
digging hatches.
12
Figure 2: Layout of permanently marked tr.mseet grid on Great Island, Newfoundland
(from Rodway et al. 1996).
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2.1.1. Micr.babia..t features
In 1997, aspect, slope, peat depth and soil compaction were measured for each
plot. Aspect. the dimction of~ slope. was measured 10 the nearest degree, • die
ccmral point of each plot. using a Silva sighting compass. Slope., peal depth and soil
compaction were measured at five points within each plot. at the centtal point and ba1f
way between the ocnttal point and each comer of die plot. Slope was measured to the
oearcst degree using an M1P Mini..Qradomeser (Michael lay), wbicb measured the
angle of the surface over a 20 an span. Soil compaaion was mc:a.sured using a Lang
Penetrometer (Blue Generation. lames D. Lang. Alabama). which was used 10 record
the peat resiswlce to penetralion Le. dense peat has a high resistance and thus a Iligh
compaction score. Peat depth was measuted to the nean:st 5 em using an iron rod
approximately I em in diamerc:r and marked at 10 em inrc:rvals.
2.2.2. Reproductive par.me.en
2.2.2.1. Df:IIsity
In 1996. burrows were counted in each plot in open habitat. between 11 and 18
May. and in forest habitat. between 25 and 26 May. and in four random 10 x 10 m
plots in each habiwtype. between 16 and 18 August. In 1991. burrows -were counted
in each plot in both habitat typeS, between 25 and 31 May.
2.2.2.2. Activity
The activity at each bwrow was assessed by placing a lattice of grasses from the
sunounding area over the enaance. which was larer examined for evidence of
disturbance. In 1996. all burrow lattices were examined each day. over a period of 6
nights, from 2S May to I June. In 1997. all burrow lartices were examined ODCC. 7
nights after latticing. be[WCCR 25 May and 7 June.
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2.2.2.3. Occupancy
A burrow was considered to be occupied when two adults wem found during
the day on at least one occasion. a single adult was found during the day 00 more than
one occasion. DC an egg was laid. Throughout the study. the proportion of occupied
burrows was cODSideled to be the number ofburrows in which birds attempted to breed
divided by the total numbecofbunows in each plot.
2.2.2.4. EU c.baracterlsties
In 1996. egg length. breadth and mass were recorded in each plot, between 22
June and I July. between 0800 and 1300 h in dry conditions. Maximum egg length and
breadth were measured with calipers to the nearest 0.1 mm. and eggs were weighed
with a 50 g Pesola scale to the nearest 0.5 g. Egg shape index: was calculated using the
fonnula ESi "" B J( lOOIL (Coulson 1963). where B:: breadth and L = length, and egg
volume was caJculated using the formula V :: 0.51 J( L x B2 (Preston 1974. Hoyt
1979). These measurements were not taken in 1997. resulting in an overall less
invasive swdydesign.
2.2.2.5. Hatcbinl success
The presence of adults and/or eggs (i.e. reproductive attempts) were established
by exploration ofeach burrow between 22 June and 1 July L996. and between 28 June
and 8 July 1997. Hatching success was the number of eggs hatched divided by !he
number of eggs laid in each piaL
2.2.2.6. Cbick morpbometrles
As an index: of growth. chicks were weighed with a 100 g Pesola scale to the
nearest 0.5 g and the right wing chord of each clUck was measured. with a wing rule to
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the nearest 1 mm. In 1996. chicks in open plots were weighed and measured once
between 21 and 28 August, and in forested plots between 31 August and 1 SePlem.ber.
and rc:-weigbcd between 12 and 13 September. In 1991. chicks in both habitats were
weighed and measured once between 18 and 23 August.
2.2.2.7. Breedinc succus
In this study. breeding success was defined as the number of chicks surviving
at the last burrow exploration divided by the nwnber of eggs laid in each piOL Breeding
success was determined between 12 and 14 September 1996. and between 18 and 23
August 1997. at which time swviving chicks were assumed to fledge.
2.2.3. Predadoo Risk
2.2.3.1. Gull Dests
In 1997. the distance from the central point of each plot to the nearest gull nest
was measured along the ground to the nearest. 0.1 m using a 60 m tape. The area
around each plot was searched in a concentric circling pattern up 10 25 m. all nests over
25 m from the plot. or where no nests were found, were recorded as >25 m.
2.2.3.2. Gull predadoD
GuD predation of Leach's Storm-Petrels was examined from June to September
1996, and from May to August 1997. A43S mx2m t:ranseet,established in early June
1996, passed through eacb oflhe habitat types. leach's Stonn·PetreI "kills" (i.e. many
loose feathers and evidence of a stt\Jggle on the ground) and pellets (i.e. a solid mass of
oily feathers and/or bones regurgitated by gulls) were recorded along the transect
weekly throughoul the season. On each survey. all evidence of a kill or pellet was
removed from the tmlSectaUowing new sires to be clearly identified.
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2.2.4. Habitat da..p5
The~ of each habitat type on Great Island was detrmlined by placing a fine
grid over habitat maps (Nettleship 1972. Rcxlway et aI. 1996) and counting tbc number
of grid squares in each habitat. The area of each habitat was calculated as a. percentage
of the total area of vegetation of the island.
2.3. Statistical Aaalyses
[n 1996. tbc effects of habiw variables were explored using the G·leSt of
Independence. employing the Williams' COtICClion for a 2 x 2 fable (Sokal & Rohlf
1995). In 1997, the effects ofhabifat variables WCJe explored using the GenenU linear
Model, and relationships between variables were examined using ANDVA, ANCDVA,
Simple and Multiple RegIeSSion (Data Desk: 5.0, Da1a Description lne., Ithaca, NY.
USA). Error distributions WCJe examined for homogeneity. normality, and
independence of residuals (Simpson & Schneider, submitted). Where error
dislributions were deemed unacceptable. sample size was low (n < 30). and p was
close to (l (O.OS). the p-value was re-calculated (n = 5000) using a random.i2ation test
(Minitab to.2. Minitab Inc., PA. USA).
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RESULTS
Analyses focus on comparisons offorest and open habitat and other finer-scale
environmental variables (slope. aspect, soil) in tcmlS of reproduction and predation.
3.1. Focal and OpeD babitlits
Mean slope was significantly less.steep in forest (12±7·; range 2 - 32") than in
open habiw (16 ± 10"; range 2 - 36"; F1.99::: 5.01. P =- 0.03; Table 1). Aspect did not
differ between forest (157 ± 108·; range a- 332·) and open habitats (148 ± 88·; range
8 - 354·; F 1.99 -= 0.21. P =0.6; Table 1). Soil was less compact in forest (1.65 ± 0.48;
range I ·3) than in open habitat (2.52 ± 8.39; range 1 - 3; FU9 =39.73, P "" <0.001),
and peat was deeper in forest (38.2 ±6.59 em; range 25 - 51) than open habitat (29.46
± 9.75 em; range 17·66: F1.9'J =27.56. P =<0.001; Table I). Peat depth and soil
compaction were negatively related (r2 =0.05. Ft.98 = 4.61, P = 0.03): with deeper
peat showing lower soil compaction (Fig. 3). Peat depth was oat included in funhcr
statistical analysis. because peat in both habitats. and across lbe island, was deep
enough 10 suppon stonn·pct:rel burrows. Soil compaction was mIlCh more variable. and
therefore considered !he more important dclCmlinant of habitat utilization.
In 1996. the mean number of inaccessible nest cbambers was higher in forest
(0.23 ± 0.021 burrowslm2; range 0.28 - 0.33) than in open plots (0.04 ± 0.056
burrowslm2; range 0 - 0.14; Table 2), and there was a significant difference in the
proportion of in.accessible nest chambers in each habitat (Gadj = 14.02. df = I. P =
18
)
Table I: Summary of means (± SO) and sig:nificancc of ANOVA results for
comparison of micro-habitat variables in forest and open babitats on Great
Island, Newfoundland, in 1997.
Variable
SlOpe
"'I=
Soil compaction
Peat depth
Units
12±7
157± 108
2.51 ±O.83
38.2 ± 6.59
16± 10
148±88 NS
1.65 ±O.48
29.5 ± 9.75
t NS_DI){si&DUlCaDl., ~ iIldicala p<OJlS.·· iDdicalap<:O.D1
L'
70
60
.
e 50 •••~
.: :.1 40 ••
l 30
20
10
0
Soil compaction
y",38.983-2.4~
Figure 3: Relationship between peat: depth (em) and soil compaction across forest and
open h.abitats on Great lsland, Newfoundland. in 1997.
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Table 2; Summary of means (± SO) and significance of ANOVA and G-leSt results
for comparison of variables in forest and open habitalS 00 Great Island.
Newfoundland. in 1996.
Variable Units Forest
Density (ANOVA) burrowslm2 2.03 ± 0.74
Activity proportion of burrows 0.87 ± 0.09
Occupancy proportion of burrows 0.76 ± 0.01
Eggs no. laidIoccupied bunow L.OO ± 0.00
Hatching success no. halCbcdlegg laid 0.87 ± 0.02
Breeding success 00. chicks/egg-laid 0.85 ± 0.04
Inaccessible nests proportion of burrows 0.23 ± 0.02
t NS_DOt.igni£ocant.· iDdicatap<o.os. ·.indic:aleSp<O.Ol
21
0.95 to.43
0.76 to.19 NS
0.60 to.22
0.98 ± 0.03 NS
0.78 to.Ot NS
0.74 to.OO NS
0.04 to.05
Table 3: Swnmary of means (± SO) and significance of ANOVA results for
comparisons of variables in forest and open habilaLS on ~t Island,
Newfoundland, in 1997.
Variable
Density
Activity
O=pancy
Eggs
HalChing success
Breeding success
Prorimityofgull DCSt
Inaccessible nests
Units
burrowsfm2
proportion of burrows
proportion of burrows
no. laid/occupied burrow
no. hatebedlegg laid
no. chicks/egg laid
calegory
proportion of burrows
2.21 ± 1.23
0.95 ±0.09
0.70 ±025
0.93 ± 0.17
0.72±0.31
0.11 ± 0.31
4.68 ± 1.94
0.34 ±0.21
Open Sipificance l
1.53 ± Ll3
0.11 ± 0.31
0.56 ± 0.24
0.98 ± 0.08 NS
0.52 ± 0.44-
0.52 ± 0.44-
2.54 ± 1.28
0.26 ± 0.10 NS
INS aOOl5igDif"ICaIlt.. iDdicara p<O.o5." iDdicales p<O.OI
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<0.001). In 1997. bowever. !be proportion of inac:cessible nest cbambeIs crable 3)
was not significantly different in forest (0.34 ± 021; rangeO.OS - 1..0) and open plots
(0.26 ± 0.10; rutge 0.11 ·0.5; F1•69 =2.98. P =0.09). The foUowing results. other
than the consideration ofoveraU burrow density and activity. refer [() Slatistical analysis
of accessible bwrows only.
3.2. Reproduction in Fonst and Open babitats
3.2.1. Density
In 1996. meaD b1lIl'Ow density was over double in forested (2.03 ± 0.74
bUlTOwslm2; range 1.1.2.7) than in open habitat (0.95 ± 0.43 burrowslm2; range 0.5
• 1.5; FI.7 = 7.63, P = 0.03; Fig. 4). Similarly, in 1997, mean bunow density was
significantly higher in fQR:sts (2.21 ± 1.23 burrowsfm2; range 0.2 - 6.7) than in the
open (1.53 ± 1.13 bunowsfm2; range 0 - 5; Flo99 =8.41. P= 0.004; Fig. 4). The
Linear Model showed significant effects of habitat (Fl.99 =7.60, P =0.007) and slope
(F1.99 = 16.05. P = <0.001) on burrow density (fable 4). with a higher burrow
density in forest. and on steeper slopes in both habitats. Aspect and soil compaction
showed no effect on burrow density, although soil compaction was close to (X (F17.99
=1.71, P =0.06). Five to 10 % of variance in burrow density was explained by a
positive relationship with slope (r2 :: 0.11. F 1.98 =12.8. P =<0.001) and a negative
relationship with soil compaction (r2 = 0.05, FI.98 = 5.6, P = 0.02).
3.2.2. Activity
In 19%, the number of active burrows per m2 was higher in forest (0.77 ±
0.04; range 0.7 - 0.8) than in open habitat (0.40 ± 0.19; range 0.3 - 0.5). However,
the proportion of active burrows did not differ between forest (0.87 ± 0.09; range 0.8 -
0.9) and open habitatS (0.76 ± 0.19; range 0.6 ·0.9; Table 2; Fig. 5). although t:bis
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Figure 4: Mean burrow densities (+50) for forest and open habitat on Great Island,
Newfoundland, in 1996 and 1997.
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Table 4: SwnmaryofGeneral Li.ncar Model results for comparisons of variables on
Great Island. Newfoundland, in 1997.
M""'I Variables df F P Si2!1ificancel
[)ens;<y Habitat I 7.60 0.007
Slope I 16.05 <0.001
Aspect 8 0.96 0.41 NS
Soil compaction 17 L11 0.06 NS
Activity Habitat 1 5.50 <0.001
Slope 1 0.09 0.7 NS
Aspect 8 1.65 0.13 NS
Soil compaction 17 0.09 0.77 NS
Gull nest proWnity S 5.94 <0.001
O<x:upancy Habitat 1 2.65 0.11 NS
Slope 1 0.32 0.51 NS
Aspect 8 1.39 0.22 NS
Soil compaction 13 0.61 0.78 NS
Gull nest proximity S 0.75 0.58 NS
Breeding success Habitat 1 1.72 0.20 NS
Slope 1 0.08 0.78 NS
Aspect 8 l.08 0.39 NS
Soil compaction 13 l.06 0.41 NS
Gull nest proximity S 1.41 0.22 NS
t NS. ootsignificaDl.. iDdicues p<om. ··iudicaIes p<O.OI
2S
c 0.80
0
t:
t 0.60
c
~ 0.40
Activity Occopancy
''''
Characteristic
Hatching Breeding
II Foresl
o Op<n
Figure 5: Mean proportions of accessible burrows (+SD) for Leach's Stonn-Petrel
breeding characteristics in forest and open habitat on Great Island,
Newfoundland, in 1996.
Activity = no. of active burrows/total burrows, Occupancy = no. of occupied
burrows/total burrows, Eggs = no. of eggs laid/occupied burrow, Hatching =
hatching success (no. of chicks hatched/no. eggs laid), Breeding = breeding
success (no. of surviving chicks/no. eggs laid).
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was close to a (G-.fj =3.693. df = I. P = 0.05). In 1997. the number of active
burrows per m 2 was significantly higher in forest (2.1 ± 1.19; nmge 0.25 - 6.25) than
open habitat (1.27 ± 1.03; range 0 - 4.5; Fl99 = 13.7. P =<oJ)Ol). The proportion of
active burrows was also significantly higher in fOIeSt (0.95 ± 0.09; range 0.5 - I) than
opcn habiw (0.7L ±0.31; range 0 to I; F 1.99 = 27.38. P = <0.001; Table 3; Fig. 6).
The Uncar Model showed significant effects of habitat (FI,99 = 17.L4. P = <0.(01).
soil compaction (F17,99 = 5.49. P =<0.00L). and proximity of gull nest (Fs99 =5.94,
P = <0.001) on the proportion of active burrows in a plot (Table 4). Slope and aspect
did nOISbow significant effects on the proportion ofactive burrows. lbc: proportion of
active burrows was. however. positively related to bunow density (r2 = 0.17. F 1,98 =
20.0. P = <0.001).
3.2.3. Occupancy
In 1996. the nwnber of occupied burrows perm2 was higher in forest (0.56 ±
0.007; range 0.56 - 0.57) than in open habitat (0.32 ± 0.18; range 0.2 ·0.4). The
proportion of occupied burrows crable 2. Fig. S) was higher in forest (0.76 ± 0.01;
range 0.7 - 0.8) than in open plots (0.60 ±0.22; range 0.410 0.8), and there was a
significant difference in proportion of occupied butrOws in each habitat (Gadi = 4.40. df
=1, P = 0.4). In 1997. the number of occupied buaows per m2 was significantly
higher in forest (1. 18 ±0.84; range 0.25 - 4.7) than in open habitat (0.70 ±O.58; range
0- 2.7; Fun = 10.7. P =0.001). The proportion of occupied burrows was also
significantly higher in forest (0.70 ± 0.25; range 0 - I) than in open babiw (0.56±
0.24; range 0 - I; Fl.'n = 6.82. P = 0.01; Table 3; Fig. 6). The Linear Model showed
no significant effects of habitat. slope. aspect. soil compaction or proximity ofgull
nests on the proponion of occupied burrows (fable 4). There was no significant
relationship between burrow density and occupancy. However. there was a significant
27
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Figure 6: Mean proportions of accessible burrows (+50) for Leach's Storm-Petrel
breeding characteristics in forest and open habitat on Great Island,
Newfoundland, in 1997.
Activity = no. of active burrows/total burrows, Occupancy = no. of occupied
burrows/total burrows. Eggs = no. of eggs laid/occupied burrow, Hatching =
no. of chicks hatched/no. eggs laid, Breeding = no. of surviving chicks/no.
eggs laid.
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positive relarionship between activity and oc:cupancy (r2 ""' 0.11. F1.91 = 11.4. P ""
0.001).
3.2.4. NUJIlbu of eelS Iakl
In 1996. 1bc number" of cw laid per m2 was biper in forest (0..56 ± OJl07;
range 0.56 - 0..57) thmopen habitatS (0..31 ± 0.17; range 0.19 ·0.43). There was PO
significant differeooe in die number ofeggs laid per occupied btmow in forest and open
habitats; all occupied burrows in forest and 98 % of occupied burrows in the open
oontained an egg (rable 2. Fig. 5). In 1997. the number of eggs laid per m2 was
significantly bigher in forest (1.08 ± 0.81; range 0 - 4.5) than open habitats (0.69 ±
0.56; range 0 • 2.5; F1,9' =8.08. P =0.005). The number of eggs laid per occupied
burrow was also high in 1997 (rable 3. Fig.6). and. although slightly more variable.
did not significandy differ between forest (0.93 ± 0.168) and open habiws (0.98 ±
0.081; F1.79 =2.927. P = 0.(9).
3.2.5. Ea characteristics
NODe of the Leach's Storm-P'ettd egg c:Iwactcristics measurr;d in 1996. or-
subsequently calcu1aJcd, differed between forest and open habiws on Great Is1aDd
(rableS).
3.2.6. a.ecblng
In 1996. the number ofeggs hatched perm2 was bighcrin forest (0.49 ±0.02;
range 0.48 - 0.51) than open habiw (O.24 ±0.13: range 0.15 - 0.34). 1be hatching
success was also higher in forest (0.87 ± 0.02; range 0.86· 0.89) lhan in open habitat
(0.78 ± 0.01; range 0.77 - 0.79). although the difference in the proportion ofbunows
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TableS: Leach's Stonn-Peuc[ egg characteristics in forest and open habiws on Great
Island, Newfoundland. in 1996, and ANQVA results for habitat
comparisons.
Charactc:ristic
_rat
Mean SO Ran..
Leogth(mm) FO'CS, 93 33.08 0.98 30.05 - 35.10
Open 50 33.02 1.07 30.68 - 35.35 0.14 0.71
Breadth(mm) FO'CS, 93 23.79 0.60 22.20 - 25.25
Open 50 23.89 0.57 22.61 - 24.86 0.89 0.35
Mass(g) FO'CSt 93 9.84 0.73 8.00 - 12.00
Open 50 10.04 0.68 8.75 - 12.00 2.68 0.10
Volwne(ml) F<><est 93 9.56 0.64 7.90 - 11.41
Open 50 9.61 0.56 8.56 - 10.95 0.25 0.62
Shape Index FO'CSt 93 71.95 2.22 66.44 - 78.51
Open 50 72.42 2.85 66.69 - 7929 1.19 0.28
successfully batchin& an eel in forest aDd. open babiw was not significaDt (G-.Ij =
2..15. df:: 1. P :: 0.1; Table 2; Fig. 5). [n 1997. lbe number of eggs balcbed per m2
was significantly higher in f<mst (0.96 ±O.65; range 0 - 3.25) than open habitat (O.S?
± 0.54; range 0 .2.5; F1.90 =9.n. p:: 0.0(3). flatcbing suc:cess (fable 3. Fig. 6)
was also signifnntly higberin forest (o.n ±O.31; range 0 • 1) than open babiw (0..52
± 0.44; range 0 • 1; F1.64 :: 4.26, P = 0.04). Across both babiws, there~
significant positive ~Iatiooships between hatching success and (1) burrow density (il ::
0.08, F t .6) = 5.85. P a 0.02). (2) burrow activity (r2 =0.34. Ft.li3 :: 32.3. P ::
«WOI). (3) burrow occupancy (rZ = 0.26, F1.57 = 20.3. P = <0.000, and (4)
proximity of gull DeSt (r2 '" 0.08, Ft.u =5.60, P =0.02). and a significaat aegative
relationship with (5) soil compaction (r2 = 0.10. F t.6) =7.23, P =0.009; Fig. 7).
Multiple regression analysis. including all these factors 0·5). showed only a significant
positive relationship between occupancy (R2 = 0.39, F7.32 :: 2.93. P = 0.002) and
halching sucx:ess across both babiws (fable 6).
3.2.7. Chick coadUioa
In 1996, there was • positive linear ~l.ationsbip between cbick mass and wing
length in forest (rZ:z: 0.57) and open (r2:: 0.76) habi.ws (FUI6:: 134.1, P = d).OOt;
Fig. 8). The relati.onsbips did not differ in magnitude (FI,I 16 =0.41. P =0.5) or in
slope (FI.lI6 '= 0.57. p::< 0.4) for- fcnst and open habitats. Similarly, in 1997, there
was a positive I.ineU'relationship between chide mass and wing length in forest (r2 ,..
0.66) and open (r2:: 0.69) habitats (Ft.203 = 289.5, P = <0.001; Fig. 8). and again.
!he relationships did not differ in magnibJde (F1.203 =0.28, P =0.9) or in slope
(F1,203 =0.004, P =0.9) lit forest and open habi.tats.
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Figure 7: Relationships between Leach's Storm·Petrel hatching success and n.ticI'l>
habitat features on Great Island. Newfoundland. in 1997.
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Table 6: Summary of Multiple Regression results fOl" habita variables against
hatching success and breeding success on~ lslmd. NewfoUDdlaDd. in
1997.
Variable R' s~t
Harctllngsuccess 0.39 2.93
Habitat -1.53 0.14 NS
Density 1.50 0.14 NS
Activity 0.58 0.57 NS
OCcupancy 3.39 0.002
Slope -0.5S 0.59 NS
Soil compaction 0.69 0.50 NS
GuIIllCStproxim.i[)' 0.19 0.85 NS
Breeding success 0.37 2.82
Habitat -1.52 0.14 NS
Densi[)' 1.50 0.14 NS
Aaivity 0.22 0.83 NS
O<xupanoy 3.57 0.001
Slope -0.71 0.48 NS
Soil compaction 0.51 0.57 NS
Gull nest proximity 0.04 0.97 NS
I NS_DOtIipific:aaI,. iDdicaceIp <om.·" iJIdic::aIn p<O.o1
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Figure 8: Relationship between chick mass (g) and wing length (mm) in forest and
open habitat on Great Island, Newfoundland, in 1996 and 1997.
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3.1.8. Breed.lDI MttaI
In 1996. JI1(£ cbidcs surviYCd per m1 in fCRSt (0.48 ± 0.03; raDte 0.46 -
0.50) than in open babiIal: (0.23 ± 0.13; range 0.14 - 0.32). Breeding success was
higher in forest (0.85 ± 0.04; nngc 0.82 - 0.88) than in open babitaCS (0.74 ± 0.00;
Table 2; Fig. 5>. a1tbou&h the differeoc:e in the propcxtion of successful burrows in
each habitat was not signi6c:ant (Gadj:Z:: 2.91. df:::: 1. P z 0.(9). In 1997. m<Rchicks
survived per m1 in forest (0.74 ± 0.49; raDF 0 - 1.7S) than in open babit:at (038 ±
0.38; range 0 - 1.25; Fl.u:::: 10.77. p:::: 0.002). Bmcding success was significaJdy
higberin forest (0.71 ±0.31: ranae 0 - 1) than in open babilars (0.52 ± 0.44; range 0 -
1; Fl. 66 =434. P = 0.04; TaMe 3; Fig. 6). The Linear Model showed no significant
effects of habitat. slope. aspect. soil compaction. or nearest gull nest on bnleding
success. Across both habilats. there were significant positive relationships between
breeding success and (I) burrow density (r1 =0.08 F 1.65 '"' 5.40. P =0.023). (2)
activity (r1:::: 0.31. Fl.65:Z 29.9. P :::: <0.001). (3) occupancy (r1 =0.26. FU9 = 20.5.
P =<0.001). (4) the proximity of gull nests (r1=0.07. FI.65 = 4.95. P :::: 0.03), and a
negative relationship with (S) soil compaction (r2 z 0.09. F1.65 = 7.08. P =0.009; Fig.
9). The relationship betwcm breeding success and soil comp8Ctioa was similar for
forest and open habitats (F1,66:::: 0.76. p = 0.4). aDd although ovcnlI soil rompac:tion
did nOt have a sig:nificant effoc:t 00 breeding success (f1.641i = 3.89. P = O.OS) it was
close to a. in a low power test. Multipk: regxession analysis. including all these f'Icton
(1-5). showed only a significant positive reJationship between oc:cupaocy (Rl =0.37.
F7.l3 =2.82. p:::: 0.(01) and breeding success across both habitalS (Table 6).
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Fi~ 9: Relationships between l.each's Storm-Petrel breeding success and~
habitat feazures on Great Island, Newfoundland. in 1997.
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3.3. PredatioD risk ia Fonst aDd Oped. ....WlaitJ
3.3.1. Gull aesls
In 1996. the number ofgull nests within 10 m of plot boundaries was lower- in
forest (2.0 ± 1.4: range 1 to 3) than open babirat (4.0 ± 1.4; range 3 to 5). In 1997.
where gull nests were found within 25 Ill. mean distance to the nearest nest was DOl
sipificantly diffettllt for forest (9.20 ± 6.06 m; range 2..1 - >25 m) and open plots
(9.61 ± 5.57 m; range 0.9 - >25 m; Fus =0.088. P =0.8). However. gull nests were
found within 2S m of 96 Cjf, of open plots. but only 36 1I1 of forest plots. The
proportion of plots with a gull nest within 25 m was significantly lower in forest than
open habitat (Godj =4.5.3.df= I, P =<0.001), and wbencaregorizcd in blocks of.5 m
to the oearest gull nest. the mean caregory disrance was a signi6candy gIeatCr in roteSt
(4.68 ± 1.94) than in open habitat (2..54 ± 1.28: Fl.99 ,.. 42.3, P = < 0.001).
3.3.2. Gull pr~doa
In 1996, killsIoccupicd burrow was not significantly different in forest (0.001 ±
0.006; range 0 - 0.02) and open habitat (0.004 ± 0.003; range 0 ro 0.01; FI.2I :E
1.449. P = 0.2). In 1991. again lcilIsIoccupied bunow was not significantly dif'ferent in
forest (0.016 ± 0.012; range a-0.03) and open habitat (0.014± 0.010; range 0 • 0.03;
F1.29 = 0.143, P :: 0.7). In both years, predation was high in May and JUDe. lowest in
July, and increased slightly again in August (Fig. 10). 1"herc was a significant
difference between years (Ft.49 :: 14.1, P :: <0.001), with a gn:aa number of
lciUs/occupied burrow in both habitats in 1991 than in 1996.
3.4. Habitat chaalel
Based on a 1969 habitat map (Nettlesh.ip 1972) for Great Island, coniferous
forest covered 59 1I1 of the total area of vegetation, while grass-Rubus meadow covem1
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Figure 10: Nwnberof Leach's Storm-petrels killed per occupied burrow in forest and
open habitat on Great Island, Newfoundland. in 1996 and 1997.
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14 lJ, and grass-tussoclc slope coveted 19 %. In comparison, a 1994 habitat map
(Rodway et aL 1996) showed coniferous fteSt covering 42 CIl of the~ area.
w~ grass-RIIbus meadow covered 23 % and grass-tussock slope c:oveR:d 33 % (Fig.
ll). This suggestS. decrease of 11 % in f<xest habitat, and an increase of 9 % in open
habitat (grass-Rubus) over the 25 year period (Table 1).
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Table 7; PeroentqC~ of c.:h habiw type on ~t Island. Newfoundland. in
1969 (from Neulesbip 1972) aDd 1994 (from Rodway etaL 1996) aDd the
cbangc in CJ, au of each habitat over 2S years.
Perc:eruyc area
Fo=t
Qrass.Rubw,r (open)
an" lU5SOCk
Exposed peat
1969
59
I'
I'
7
1994
.2
23
33
2
ell.ap
·17
+'
+ l'
·5
ltv
Grass tussock
Grass·Rubus
Forest
Exposed peat
190 290
Metres
Figure 11: Distribution of habitat types on Greal Island, Newfoundland, in 1994
(adapted from Rodway et al. 1996).
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DISCUSSION
The study design used in 1996. where study plotS were chosen in areas of
similar slope and aspect, proved 10 be difficult 10 work with statistically and may not
have provided a good repICSentarion of the colony as a wholc. However. the stratified
random design used in 1997. likely provided an accurate representation of the entire
colony. and allowed powerful statistical comparisons. The study was improved further
in 1997. with fewer burrow interventions than in 1996. because stolm-petrels may be
susceptible 10 disturbance, particularly during the incubation period (Boersma et al.
1980. MacKinnon 1988). The general trends observed in 1996 were corroborated in
1997.
4.1. Forest and Open habitats
Clearly, there we:rc distinct diffcrences between forest and open habitats on
Great Island. Tbc forest had deeper peat and less compact soil than open habitat. and
open habitat bad a steeper slope than forest. Peat depth has been shown to be an
imponam factor in habitat utilization in previous studies of Leach's Storm-Petrels
(Harris 1974. Grimmer 1980. W:ltanuki 1985), and although soil compaction is
thought to be extrerncly impottam in ncsHite utilization in peuels (Harris 1974) it bas
rarely been considered (see MacKinnon 1988).
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4.2. Reproductioll in Forest and Opell habitats
During the twO ycarsof this study. between 1.5 and 2 times as many burrows
occuned in forested than in open habitat. AU plots in foreszd habitat conrained
burrows. whereas La % of plots in open habitat contained no bwrows at alL Besides
showing a ~aler utilization of forest habitat, Leach's Stonn-Petrels shuwed a
prefen::oce for digging bturows on slopes in both forested and open habitats, widJ.
steeper sloping plots having ~ater burrow densities. Soil compaction may be tdaIcd
to slope. in that burrows dug in sreeper slopes may provide better drainage.
Burrow activity was consistently b.igber in forested than in open habitat in both
years and was positively R:1ated w burrow density. However. the proportion of aeti~
bturows may not provide a good indicator of the greatest habitat utilization. since many
burrows showing signs of activity are not actually used for breeding (Hill a ai. 1996.
pers. obs.). Burrow occupancy was also consistently higher in forested than in open
habitat in both years. The overall mean burrow occupancy nue was 65 %. consistent
with occupancy rates previously cec:orded on Great Island. as well as in several other
Atlantic colonies (Table 8). Bwrow occupancy may provide the best indicator" of habitat
Suitability. particularly continued occupancy over a series of breeding seasons. which is
likely to reflect previous reproductive success in a given location. Occupancy rate had a
positive relationship with both hatching and breeding success. which may suggest that
sociality plays an important role in the breeding success of Leach's Storm-Petrels.
Virtually all occupied burrows in both habitats and in both years contained an
egg. Consistent with the greater burrow density. forest habitat: had a grealer nurober of
eggs laid per m2 than open habitat. 1be high prevalence ofeggs in occupied burrows in
both habitats suggests that Leach's Storm·Petrels exhibit a constant reproductive effon
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Table 8: Mean % occupancy and hatching success recorded at Leach's Stonn-Peae1
colonies in the northwest Atlantic.
% Hatching
Colony Year(s) Occup!ney Soom:e
Great Island. Newfoundland 1996-97 6S 73 present study
1982-84 6S 68 Huntington e.t al. 1996
1960 66 Huntington 1963
Gull Island. Newfoundland 1978 67 Grimmer 1980
Baccalieu Island. Newfoundland 1984 62 Sldepkovycb &
Montevecchi 1989
1978 68 Grimmer 1980
Middle Lawn Isl.. Newfoundland 1978 68 Grimmer 1980
Kent Island. New Brunswick 1955-95 76 Huntington e.t al. 1996
1965 61 Wilbur 1969
Little Duck: Island. Maine 1985-89 64 84 Huntingtoll et al. 1996
Pearl Island. Nova SCotia 1975 63 Limon 1978
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throughout their breeding life ie. aucmpcing to breed every year after bn::cding is
initiated. Alternatively, birds that are not in suitable reproductive condition in any given
year may simply not anend the colony. However, birds that are not in attendance are
Likely to lose their maIC andfor their burrow. reducing their reproductive success in
futweyears.
If egg breadth reflects age class diffezcnces in Leach's Storm-Petrels, as
suggested by Grimmer (1980), the results of this study showed no evidence for age-
biased occupancy of forest over open habitat
Forest: had more chicks per m2 than open habitat. and was clearly the most
productive habilat Mo~ver, hatching success was also greater in forest than open
hamlat, suggesting that forest provides: better, as well as more. breeding habiw for
leach's Stonn-Petrels on Great Island. Overall mean hatching success on Great Island
over both years was 73 %. This is similar 10 hatching success raleS previously recorded
in Atlantic colonies. which range from 68 % on Great Island in 1982-84, to 84 % on
little Duck Island, Maine, in 1985-1989 (Huntington et ai. 1996).
Wing length is a reasonable index ofchick age (Ricklefs & White 1975), and on
average chicks in forest and open habiw were at similar developmental stages. In
addition, chicks did not differ in mass, thus the results of this smdy showed no
evidence for quality·biased occupancy of forest over open habitat However, the timing
of breeding was extremely variable in forest and open habitalS in both years, with
newly-hatched chicks appearing as others approached fledging i.e. there was no
evidence of synchrony, at least on a colony-wide scale.
Breeding success was greater in forcsl than open habitat, supporting 1be
hypothesis that forest provides better breeding habitat for Leach's Storm-Petrels on
Great Island than open areas. Overall mean breeding success on Greal Island over both
years was 70 %. Tbc difference between hatching success and breeding success was
very slight. suggesting that the greatest mortality occuned during incubation rather than
lhenestlingperiod.
£deally, it would be useful to~ fledging dates for forest and open
habitats. however, this proved to be impractical due to logistical and temporal
constraints. The fledging period of Leach's Storm-Petrels is extended over many
weeks, and investigation of fledging date is problematic due to the intense burrow
exploration tcquired. nus may cause a high degree of disturbance. wlrich is known to
decrease growth rates and delay fledging in seabirds (Harris & Wanless 1984, Rodway
1994).
Under an ideal-free distribution, breeding success would be similar across
habitats and breeding density would reflect qualiauive differences between babitalS.
However. the higher breeding success observed in forest habitat in this study suggests
that an ideal-free disttibution is not operating on Great Island. Alternatively. if an ideal-
despotic distribution was operating, breeding success would vary between habitalS and
breeding density would reflect both qualitative differences between habitats and
dominance behaviour by individuals. This is more difficult to refute. Although there is
an observed difference in bleeding success between forest and open babiw in this
study, little is known regarding the aggressive behaviour of Leach's Storm-Petrels, and
the interaction between neighbouring individuals, at the breeding colony. Therefore.
Fretwell & Lucas' (1970) assumption that. habitat quality declines with density due to
competition mayor may not be appropriate in this situation. Given the advantages of
breeding in forest over open habitat. the question of why Leach's Storm-Petrels lmed
in open habitat at all still R::IIl.ains.
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4.3. Predation risk in Fonst aDd Open habitats
Stoml-petreJs generally avoid mammalian predalOrs by nesting on tanOCC
islands. b.owever. avian predators are difficult 10 avoid and take their lOll at colonies
(Huntington f!t aI. (996). On Baccalieu Island. Newfoundland. a small native
population onted Foxes. Vu/pes vulpes. depends largely on Leach's Stonn-Pttrels for
survival (Sldepkovycb. (986). Howevet. the presence of foxes may in fact benefit the
colony by preventing a poletltially large number of gulls from nesting on !be island
(Montcveccbi & Tuck 1987. Sklepkovych & Monreveccbi (989). Gull populations
have increased steadily in the oortb Atlantic since the beginning of !his century.
particularly the Herring Gull (K.adlec & Drury 1968, Drury 1973. Howes &
Monteveccbi 1993. Chapdelaine & Rail 1997). The North Atlantic range expansion and
population growth of these gulls has been supported and maintained by the increasing
availability of b.ur.:1an refuse and discarded fisheries waste (Kadlec & Drury 1968.
Drury 1973. Furness et al. 1992). Since the eastern Canadian ground-fishery
moatoriwn, inlroduced in the northwest Atlantic in 1992, massive quantities of fishery
waste and discards from plants and vessels have no longer been available. Thus. the
anthropogenically elevated gull populations have been forced to seek: allcmative food
sources. and predatory presswes on other seabinis have increased considerably during
the 1990s (Russell & Montevea::hi 1996, Regehr & Monreveeehi 1997). TIIcse events.
in conjunction with centurially anomalous cold water ternpc:tatuIeS in the early 1990s
(Drinkwater 1996) that delayed the inshore movements of spawning Capelin. MaJ/olUS
villosus, by 4 weeks or men (Nakashima 1996) have intensified food stress on gulls
(Monlevecchi 1996, Regehr & Montcvecchi 1997).
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Pierotti and Annett (1991) found that Herring GuI1s specializing in predation 00
Leach's Storm-Pettels nested significantly more often in open habitat lhan expected. In
the present study. gull nests were over 2.5 times as likely to be found within 25 m of
an open plot than a forest plot. In addition, forest plots that did have gull nests within
25 m of them tended to be near the forest edge or a clearing within me forest,
suggesting that gulls nested near forest edges but not in densely forested areas (pers.
obs.). In view of the close proximity of gull nests. the specialist predatory tendencies
of these individuals, and a lower stoml-petltl density in open habitat. there is likely to
be greater ~tion risk for Leach's Stonn-Pemls nesting in open habitat than for
those nesting in fomst.
Based on observations on Kent Island, New Brunswick:, Grubb (l974)
speculated that predation 011 Leach's Storm-Pettel by gulls was almostentircly confined
to open Iem.in, and suggested that gull predation exened a selection pressure foe forest
nesting. Predation levels in the preseot sOJdy, however. did not differ between forest:
and open habitats.
Predation was much higher in both. habitats in 1997 than in 1996. In both. years
predation was high in May and June. lowest in July, and increased slightly in August.
In a study of Leach's Storm-Petrels on Daik:oIru Island, Japan, Watanuki (1986)
concluded that predation varied with gull energy requittments and the availability of
storm-petrels. However, predation deaeased dramatically on Grut Island at a time
when Leach's StOOD-Petrels rmuUned widely avai.lable and gull energy requirements
were high.
The sudden decrease in predation during the last week: of June in 1996 and
during the first week of July in 1m coincided with the inshore movcmeotofspawning
Capelin i.e. with the appearance of Capelin in the diet of both Common Mones. Urio
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aaig~, and Atlantic Puffins on Grear: Island (C. Walsh & S. Wilbclm. petS. comm.). A
switch in primary sources in the diet of Herring Gulls. fium Leach's Storm-Petrels,
Blue Mussels, Mytilus edillis. and garbage to Capelin and Shon-finned Squid. lUa
illecebrosus, was observed immediately after gull chicks hatched in early- to mid-June
on Great IsJand in the late 1970s (Pierotti 1983. Pierotti & Annett 1987). Howcvct. the
cunent dietary switch in Hctring Gulls. observed indirectly through storm-peael
predation in this study. suggests that the hatching of gull chicks and/or the availability
of alternate prey (i.e. the inshore movement of Capelin) is approximately thIec weeks
later than in the late 19705.
Capclin have spawned Ialctin successive years in the 1990s (Nakashima 1994).
and consequendy Ihc period of high predation on storm-petrels has likely been
prolonged.. [n addition, with a move to offshore spawning in Capclin, also seen in tbe
1990s (Shackell et oJ. 1994). gulls may rely more heavily on stotm-petrels as a prey
source throughout the breeding seasoo.
Gull predation at storm-petrel colonies is considemi 10 consist largely of 000-
breeding storm-petrels (Morse & Buccheister 1977. Huntington el oJ. 1996). However.
banding studies have shown that non-breeding stonn-petlels tend to visit colonies
mainly Iatet in the season, in July and August (ScOtt 1970, Furness & Baillie 1981),
when there is the glUtestpolCntial to usc the success ofbreedcrs as a gauge ofbreeding
habitat quality. [n addition. if non-breeding Leach's Storm-Petrels mainly visit tbe
Great Island colony late in the season, as suggested by observations of increased
activity in late July (pers. obs.• C. Walsh. pees. comm.). they may experience rcdl.:CCd
predation risk at this time due to the dietary switches by gulls. [n visiting the colony laIC
in the season, prospecting birds may also increase their chances of identifying an
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existing suitable burrow which is unoccupied, tbe1cby saving the lime and energy, and
avoiding risks, involved in digging theirown burrow.
4.4 Habitat duces
Forest is optimal bn::eding habitat for Leach's Srorm-Petrels.. Forest habitat on
small coastal islands is also dynamic, and changes in forest distribution may take place
over a few decades. Since the late 19605. the uea of forest habitat on Gtcat Island bas
decreased considerably, while open habitat has expanded. These habitat changes an:
thought to be caused by the actions of other nesting seabirds. Puffins ate known co
affect terrestrial habitats (Harris 1980). and on Great Island they disturb and damage
ttee roots by bwrowing at forest edges. Gulls on Great Island roost on trees,
particularly at the forcst edge. The foliage of these~ is destroyed by the uric acid
effects of the gull's guano. Areas where gulls ate highly coocentrated have many dead
snags (pets. obs.). The observed pattern of habitat change may have been occurring on
Great Island over a much longer period and is likely to have been intensified by
increasing gull and Puffin populations (Monteveccbi & Tuck 1981, Redway n al.
1996). The long-term increase in gull populations has likely had a negative effect on the
Leach's Storm-Petrel population, through the combined effects of habitat loss and
increased predation pteSSure. The situation seems to have been funher exacerbab:d by
the indirect effects of fishery activities and later spawning in Capelin.
The Newfoundland colonies represent the largest txec:ding concentration of
Leach's Storm-Petrels in the world, and rogether constinJle over half me world
population (Huntingtoo et at. 1996). Given !he sheer scale of these colonies. and 1be
difficulties involved in accurately assessing numbers, investigations of babita1
so
utilization, predation pressure and habitat changes ale needed to improve understanding
of the population dynamics and long4 tcnn pnxectioo of leach's Storm-Petrels.
4.5. SUIllflLU'Y
Leach's Stom14F'etrels exhibit greater utilization of forest than open habitat 00
Great Island. Newfoundland. Overall the forest provides a consistently better breeding
habitat. wheIc hatching and breeding success are higher. It is speculated that this is
largely due to lower soil compaction in the forest. which may allow easier digging.
Leach's Stonn-Petrels breeding in forest are less likely to be in close proximity to
nesting gulls. Due to elevated gull populations thaI exploit human n:fuse and discards.
indirect effects of the eastern Canadian ground4 fishery moratorium that resulted in the
cessation of massive tonnages of fishery discards in the northwest Atlantic. predation
on Leach's Storm-Petrels has likely inlensified during the 1990s. Predation on Leach's
Stonn4 Petrels is grudy reduced foUowing the insbon: movement ofCapelin. However.
predation pressure may have been prolonged by the delayed inshore and the apparently
increased offshore spawning in Capelin in the 199Os. Fon:st habitat is clearly more
productive than open habitat. Forest covcr.tge has decreased on Great Island over the
last 25 years, while open habitat has increased. 'The combination of a loss in prefenM
habiw and an increase in predation. pressure could have considerable negative effects
on the productivity and population of Leach's Storm-Petrels on Great Island and
potentially elsewhere.
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